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Black Hawk in Translation

Indigenous Critique and Liberal Guilt in the 1847 Dutch Edition of Life of Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak

FRANK KELDERMAN

In 1846 Rinse Posthumus, a Protestant country pastor in the north of the Netherlands, received from a friend a copy of Life of Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, the as-told-to autobiography of the Sauk warrior Black Hawk. First published in Cincinnati in 1833, the Life was a best seller in the United States, but it was unfamiliar to Posthumus, who lived in a small village near the North Sea in the province of Friesland (Frisia). Over the course of the year, he studied Black Hawk's life story and began a translation of the text for Dutch readers, which he published in the city of Leeuwarden in 1847 as Levensgeschiedenis van Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, of Zwarte Havik. If Black Hawk can be regarded as the author of his autobiography, this makes Posthumus's text the first foreign translation of a book-length work of Native American literature.1

Posthumus's edition did not cause much of a stir. Years later, the Dutch anticolonial writer Eduard Douwes Dekker mentioned the book as an "important" work (Multatuli 50), but no subsequent editions of the translation were published, nor has there been any commentary on the text by literary historians. Nevertheless, Levensgeschiedenis van Zwarte Havik sheds new light on the role of Indigenous writing in a transatlantic print culture in which the representation of American Indians generated popular entertainment, theories of government, and philosophies of universal history. In Britain, the circulation of American Indian literature came on the heels of a wealth of writings about Indigenous people in periodicals and newspapers, as well as "anthropological studies, works of racial science, and missionary narratives" (Flint 3). There was a continental European dimension to this story as well, and since the early nineteenth century the representation of Indianer held a prominent place especially in the German cultural imagination.
(Bolz; Zantop; Penny; King). But as a growing number of studies has shown, the role of Indigenous people in what Jace Weaver terms "the Red Atlantic" was not merely to provide symbolic representations of Native presence: their writings, performances, diplomacy, and protests inflected the very currents of modern political and intellectual thought (Weaver; Flint; Lyons). Extending these transatlantic dialogues to a Frisian-Dutch print culture, Rinse Posthumus’s translation of the Life not only catered to a widespread ethnological interest in Native American culture in Europe but also brought Black Hawk’s critique of settler expansion into political debates about state power that had local and transnational implications.

This essay is about what happened to Black Hawk’s story in translation. Annotated by a rural pastor in the province of Friesland, Levensgeschiedenis connects Black Hawk’s account of Indian removal in the American Midwest to a region that has been marginal to the history of cultural exchange in the Atlantic world. In what follows, I consider Rinse Posthumus’s role as translator and editor, tracing how his theological commentary builds on Enlightenment assumptions about race and linguistic difference even as it carries out a universalism that validates Indigenous cultural traditions. But I also argue that his editorial work amplifies a critical current in Black Hawk’s text about the relation between settler colonialism and the role of government, which intersected with nineteenth-century debates about political liberalism and immigration to North America. Posthumus witnessed the economic decline in the northern Netherlands in the 1840s, and his edition of the Life resonates with concerns about agricultural crises in Europe and the population movements of the mid-nineteenth century. By annotating Black Hawk’s account of Sauk traditions and Indigenous dispossession, Posthumus gives voice to his political commitment to liberalism during a time of economic depression and revolutionary energy in the Netherlands. Since these pressures gave rise to a peak in Dutch immigration to the American Midwest—including the very lands that were opened up for settlement after the Black Hawk War (1832)—his commentary in Levensgeschiedenis negotiates a politics of liberal guilt over the intertwined histories of European migration and Sauk dispossession. Tracing these connections in the interplay between text, translation, and paratext, this essay explores the transatlantic movement of an Indigenous critique of settler colonialism.
FROM BLACK HAWK’S LIFE TO ZWARTE HAVIK’S LEVENSGESCHIEDENIS

With the Dutch translation of Black Hawk’s Life of Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, Rinse Posthumus added a continental European dimension to the publishing history of one of the most important works of nineteenth-century Native American literature. In his autobiography, the Sauk warrior Black Hawk (1767–1838) recounts how an 1804 treaty with the Americans defrauded the Sauk Nation of significant lands in present-day Illinois and Iowa and how he challenged the validity of the treaty and the subsequent land cessions. As white homesteaders flooded into the Rock River region, in present-day Illinois and Iowa, Black Hawk’s resistance to the treaty system and settler encroachment was met with a violent response from the Americans, and in 1832 the conflict came to a head in what is known as the Black Hawk War. Over the course of fifteen weeks, the war took hundreds of American Indian lives and ended with the Battle of Bad Axe, a massacre during which settler volunteers killed American Indian women and children. After the war, the United States War Department held Black Hawk and four allied leaders in captivity and took them on a tour of eastern cities that made Black Hawk a “captive celebrity” through public spectacles and newspaper coverage (Helton 500; see also Scheckel 107–11). Returning to the Sauk Nation in 1833, Black Hawk told his life story to Antoine Le Claire, a French Potawatomi government translator at the Rock Island Indian Agency. It was published in book form by the newspaper editor John Barton Patterson; the first edition appeared in Cincinnati in 1833, and it was reprinted in Boston (1834 and 1845) and London (1836) (see also Round 160–65).

Extending this publication history, the 1846 Dutch edition is an anomaly in Native American literature because it amply predates other foreign translations of books by American Indian authors. Despite the widespread European interest in Native cultures, the works of William Apess (Pequot) and George Copway (Ojibwe) did not appear in translation on the European continent in the nineteenth century, although pirated adaptations of the Cherokee author John Rollin Ridge’s novel The Life and Adventures of Joaquin Murrieta (1854) were translated into French and Spanish in the 1880s (Parins 107). But it was not until the early twentieth century that the first significant body of foreign trans-
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Fig. 1. Title page of Levensgeschiedenis van Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, of Zwarte Havik (Leeuwarden: D. Meindersma, 1847), Tresoar, Leeuwarden, the Netherlands. The full title translates as "Life history of Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, or Black Hawk, chief of the tribe of Sac Indians in North America, with an account of the religious beliefs, morals, and customs of this tribe; according to his own dictation to the interpreter of the Sac and Fox Indians, and translated by him into English."
lations of American Indian writers appeared, propelled by the popular
Wild West shows that traveled across Europe between 1890 and 1914
(Bolz 484). Charles Alexander Eastman’s (Santee Dakota) Indian Boy- 
hood was published in German as Ohijesa in 1912, followed by German
translations of Eastman’s Old Indian Days in 1920 and Luther Standing
Bear’s (Sicangu and Oglala Lakota) My People, the Sioux ten years later
(484). Before the twentieth century, the most significant works about
Native Americans in foreign translation were authored by non-Native
commentators, such as the travel accounts of George Catlin and Prince
Maximilian zu Wied-Neuwied and Johann Georg Kohl’s ethnology of
the Ojibwe people on Lake Superior.

The translator of Levensgeschiedenis, Rinse Posthumus (1790–
1859), was a Reformed pastor whose poems, books, and pamphlets
take a central place in the literary history of Friesland, one of the
two northernmost provinces of what was since 1815 the Kingdom of
the Netherlands. Born in Ternaard, a Frisian village near the coast of
the North Sea, he was the son of a grain farmer—who also named Rinse
Posthumus—who served as a local justice of the peace. Posthumus
studied classical languages early in life while working on the family farm
and later studied theology at the University of Groningen, where in 1813
he advanced to his kandidaats diploma (the equivalent of a bachelor’s
degree). Two years later, he became a pastor in the Reformed Church
(Hervormde Kerk) in Waaxens, a village of less than two hundred
inhabitants in the province of Friesland, where he lived for the remainder
of his life (Wumkes 988). One of his contemporaries remembered
Posthumus as a sometimes “unaffable” (ongezellig) person who lived a
sober and rather isolated life in a “scattered rural municipality” where
his work as a scholar depended mostly on “a curated library, the best
foreign monthlies, and the newspapers” (Halbertsma 5, 31; translation
mine). Posthumus published dozens of volumes of political, literary,
and theological writings, including a critique of the governance of the
Reformed Church (Brief, 1831) and a tract on poverty in the Netherlands
(Over de al te groote armoede en verarming in Nederland, 1846). He
had an abiding interest in the language and culture of the Frisians, a
Germanic people along the North Sea coast of the Netherlands and
Germany who speak a variety of Frisian dialects. He published Romantic
poems in the West Frisian dialect (Prieuwcke fen Friesche Rijmmelarije,
1824) and translated three of Shakespeare’s plays into West Frisian: Julius
Fig. 2. Portrait of Rinse Posthumus, undated. Photograph, 12 × 17.5 cm. Fryske Ikonografy. Posthumus, Rinse F-0002. Tresoar, Leeuwarden, the Netherlands.
Caesar (1829), The Merchant of Venice (1829), and As You Like It (1842).

In 1827 he was a founding member of a scholarly society that fostered a movement of Frisian cultural nationalism against the consolidation of Dutch national identity in the nineteenth century (Kuiken 184). Under its auspices, Posthumus traveled to the German region of Saterland for a study on local Frisian culture (Posthumus and Hettema, Onze reis naar Saterland). His commitment to folk culture was an important bedrock of a Frisian ethnolinguistic nationalism that he carried out most explicitly in an 1840 tract titled Een woord ter opwekking van den volksgeest in het zwijgend Friesland (A word to awaken the spirit of the people in the silent Friesland). This work is a reminder that the ethnological interest in American Indians had a counterpart on the European continent, where the rise of the nation-state brought about a heightened interest in local folk cultures.

If northern Friesland and the Sauk homelands seem like worlds apart, the story of how Black Hawk's narrative ended up in the hands of a small-town Frisian pastor bespeaks the intertwined histories of Dutch immigration and settler colonialism in North America. Although the Life had been republished in London in 1836, Posthumus only learned about it ten years later when he received a copy of the first edition from his friend Klaas Janszoon Beukma, a well-to-do grain farmer who had immigrated to the United States in the mid-1830s. Beukma came from the adjacent province of Groningen, where he led a movement of northern farmers to protest the new taxes imposed by King William I after the Belgian Uprising of 1830–31. When these taxes contributed to a collapse in the grain trade, he immigrated to the United States and settled in Lafayette, Indiana, before eventually moving to New Jersey (Breuker 13–14; Krabbendam 204).² These same political and economic pressures led to a surge in migrations of Dutch farmers to the American Midwest in the 1840s, and it is likely that the publication of Levensgeschiedenis, which is Posthumus's only translation of an American work, was motivated by an increased interest in transatlantic immigration. Although the number of Dutch settlers in the United States never reached the same level as those from other western European countries, 1846 and 1847 were in fact two peak years for immigration from the Netherlands in the nineteenth century (Krabbendam 4). And the northern provinces of Friesland and Groningen were among the three provinces that had the highest number of immigrants, many of whom settled in Michi-
gan, Illinois, and Iowa (7, 9). Notably, the rise in Dutch migration to the
American Midwest was part of a wave of settlement that depended on
the removal of the Sauk and Meskwaki people from their homelands.
Indeed, by the time that eight hundred Dutch settlers arrived in Marion
County, Iowa, in 1847 (Swierenga 197), the US government had recently
completed the removal of the Sauk and Meskwaki people from that very
area to a reservation in Indian Territory.

Given the surge in immigration in the mid-1840s, Levensgeschiedenis
likely catered to a wider demand for information about the American
Midwest. In this respect, the edition reads in part as an informational
volume about the geography of the Illinois-Iowa region and how large
tracts of the Midwest were opened up to white settlement after the Black
Hawk War. To this effect, Posthumus’s translation stays close to the 1833
text, and his introduction and endnotes do not sensationalize Black
Hawk’s account; Posthumus remarks that “I have made faithfulness my
main goal, perhaps at the expense of fluidity” (Levensgeschiedenis xv).
Throughout the book, Posthumus translates the name Black Hawk lit­
erally as Zwarte Havik and “Indians” as indianen (he does not capitalize
the word). Posthumus’s role as translator is most visible when he uses
appositive translations to offer both the original English term and the
Dutch translation. For instance, he glosses culturally and geographically
specific terms like “prairie” (vlak grasland), “wampum” (vrede-gordel),
and “tomahawk” (oorlogsbijl), as well as more general terms like “fences”
(omheiningen van palen) and “bluffs” (hoog oeverland). In some cases,
Posthumus clarifies the meaning of place-names, as when he translates
Portage des Sioux as overvoerplaats der Sioux. Perhaps the most signifi­
cant act of translation is typographical. The original volume frequently
uses italics to accentuate the dynamics of Black Hawk’s oral delivery, but
Posthumus renders these emphases in regular font, thereby downplay­
ing the performative dimensions of the source text.

In the absence of international copyright law, Posthumus published
the volume under his own auspices with the publishing house of D.
Meindersma in Leeuwarden. He added the ten-page “Foreword from
the Dutch Translator” and nineteen pages of endnotes with moral and
religious commentary on Black Hawk’s text, often pointing out the
hypocrisy of self-professed Christians. These annotations also give his­
torical context by turning to Anglo-American letters, drawing on David
Hume’s Natural History of Religion (1757) to argue for the similarities
between Sauk ceremonial practices and ancient religions. In addition, Posthumus consulted a Dutch translation of Jonathan Carver's *Travels through the Interior Parts of North America* (1778) to offer context about the history of the French and British Empires in North America, the treaty system, and Indigenous practices of hunting and warfare. This means that *Levensgeschiedenis* is also the first scholarly edition of Black Hawk's book, published more than a century before Donald Jackson's 1955 edition made the *Life* a key text in the canon of Native American literature.

"JUST AS IT IS WITH US": LANGUAGE AND TEMPORALITY IN POSTHUMUS'S TEXTUAL COMMENTARY

As one of the earliest Native American autobiographies, Black Hawk's *Life* is now a fixture in studies of early Indigenous writing, and scholars have examined the book as a representation of masculine self-performance (Sweet), as a traditionalist critique of the territorial mappings of US Indian policy (Rifkin), and as part of a longer tradition of Native American elegiac expression (Krupat, "Patterson's *Life*"). Rinse Posthumus's Dutch edition underscores that the *Life* is also a book about the translation of Black Hawk's oral text. Like the 1833 edition, *Levensgeschiedenis* gives insight into the collaboration that produced Black Hawk's autobiography, as it reprints the prefatory materials in the original volume: a statement on the translation by the interpreter Antoine Le Claire; the editor John Barton Patterson's "advertisement" to the reader; and Black Hawk's dedication to General Henry Atkinson, the commander of the settler army during the Black Hawk War. The latter is included in Dutch and in a transliteration of the Sauk language, which presents a phonetic rendering of Black Hawk's words. Since the original volume does not include substantial information on the Sauk language, Posthumus comments that he does "not know what to make of it" but that the dedication may help readers "determine the origins, authenticity, and the degree of reliability" of his edition (*Levensgeschiedenis* xv).

Given his lack of insight into the Sauk language, Posthumus instead places the issue of translation in a more abstract philological debate on linguistic difference. He argues that the collaboration between Black Hawk, Le Claire, and Patterson was an encounter between what he calls
a "little developed" Indigenous language and the "civilized" English tongue:

The sensible and unprejudiced reader will see for themselves, how incredibly difficult here the task must have been of those by whose collaboration this life story came into being. For BLACK HAWK it must have presented problems, in his yet so little developed language, to express himself clearly and without interruption [verstaanbaar en aaneengeschakeld]. For the interpreter and publisher it must have been no less difficult to record the ideas of the chief, captured in such a flawed way in his imperfect language, and to record and reproduce them in their civilized language and draw them accurately, just as they had been given to them. (Levensgeschiedenis xii)

In this encounter between two radically different languages, Posthumus speculates, the sophistication of the English language would have made it difficult to translate Black Hawk's ideas accurately, since even his own "imperfect" language did not allow for the full expression of his ideas. This ideologically fraught commentary attests to an Enlightenment philology in which Indigenous languages figured as a means to corroborate conjectures on the development of human civilizations. Linking language and race, the assumptions and misinterpretations of Enlightenment intellectuals about the development of Indigenous languages shaped broader ideas about Native people's literary capabilities (Harvey 19–48), and philologists understood Indigenous languages as "repositories of an ancient and sacred essence" that could buttress theories of scientific and literary progress (Rivett 8). Starting from a similar premise, Posthumus suggests that any misunderstandings between Black Hawk and his interpreter testified not to the practical difficulties of translation but to unequal linguistic development on a more abstract plane.

Posthumus's analysis of Black Hawk's text thereby attests to the influence of conjectural histories of human development. In their theories of "stadial development," Scottish Enlightenment philosophers, including Adam Ferguson, Adam Smith, and Lord Kames, imagined the progress of civilization along different developmental stages, from a hunting stage to pastoral, agricultural, and commercial stages. Posthumus suggests that Black Hawk's text affords the opportunity to
trace such a developmental history directly through the representation of oral Indigenous speech acts on the page. To this effect he emphasizes the acts of both *hearing* and *seeing* to take in Black Hawk's narrative:

Here we hear and see a less developed member of our stock, a wild Indian from North America's woods, speak about his more civilized brothers and act with and against them. Here we see... in what different forms man shows himself on this earthly stage and in what distinctly higher and lower rungs he has been placed to climb up from time to time. Here we hear from the mouth of a genuine child of nature an unadorned narrative of his life and pursuits and how he chased after further development and judged the actions of his white and more civilized brothers. *(Levensgeschiedenis* vii)*

However, for Posthumus the theory of stadial development is only relevant insofar as it offers a framework to recognize "generality and uniformity" among the world's various peoples. Posthumus points out semiotic systems, beyond spoken or written language, that express a universal human nature across linguistic and cultural boundaries. In a pivotal moment early in the text, Black Hawk recounts his process of grieving after the death of his father: "Owing to this misfortune I blacked my face, fasted, and prayed to the Great Spirit for five years" (Black Hawk 15). Posthumus's endnote to this passage highlights a similarity between Sauk and European customs, noting that "black, the color of the night, is here also the symbol of grief and sadness just as it is with us" (130). By this logic, linguistic difference does not mark a fundamental human difference in Posthumus's commentary: "Here human nature may express itself in a more childlike and worldly manner than in more educated men. It is nonetheless the same nature, however different the form of its expression" *(Levensgeschiedenis* 130).

Given Posthumus's interest in Sauk ceremonial practices, both secular and religious, his introduction and endnotes partly validate the virtues of Indigenous cultural practices. Inspired by a Romantic ethos of folk culture, Posthumus resisted "any false pretense to civilization" that posed a threat to local cultures (Wumkes 988; translation mine). To be sure, his annotations to this effect are fraught with a Eurocentric assumption of cultural superiority. Commenting on Black Hawk's description of Sauk dances, Posthumus writes that they must be "roug...
tions of their actions in warfare and other occasions, rather than the natural and graceful movements according to music. . . . They are more like pantomimes . . . to entertain themselves according to their capacity rather than to truly dance" (Levensgeschiedenis 138). But he immediately neutralizes his own judgment. "Enough," he adds; "everyone dances and sings in their own way: and should it meet its goal, which is recreation, then the manner in which it does so will matter less" (138). In moments like this, Posthumus's moral didacticism is directed against a disparagement of folk traditions, which he vigorously defended in the service of Frisian cultural nationalism.

Overwhelmingly, however, Posthumus locates a shared humanity in practices of religious worship. He suggests that the Sauk people's practice of fasting is seen as "penitence, or punishment" to appease the Great Spirit, "just as happens among people generally" (Levensgeschiedenis 131). And when Black Hawk mentions the traditional belief that the Great Spirit speaks to people in their dreams, Posthumus concludes that "man is and remains man everywhere; thus, we are all of equal pursuits" (131). Furthermore, he suggests that this belief in a universal sameness rebukes ideas about racial difference based on skin color, as he argues that "[r]ed, black, and white skins are all children of one and the same heavenly Father and of the same mother, Nature" (ix). So if Posthumus characterizes Black Hawk alternately as a "wild Indian," a "member of our stock," and a "brother," this characterization registers an ambivalence that suggests how, in Hayden White's terms, Europeans paradoxically imagined Indigenous people as both "continuous with that humanity on which Europeans prided themselves" and as "existing contiguously to the Europeans" (193–94). Indeed, as Shari M. Huhndorf and Philip J. Deloria have argued, colonial representations of the Indian "Other" grew increasingly complex in the nineteenth century but had always measured more than simply positive or negative attitudes toward Native people, reflecting complex and strategic negotiations of identity along axes of interiority and exteriority, similarity and difference (Huhndorf 20; Deloria 21). In Levensgeschiedenis, Posthumus diffuses such ideological tensions by charting a universal commitment to religious practices to suggest that people "are the same people everywhere, one in being," even if they are "different in shape and development" (Levensgeschiedenis ix).

By rooting this universalism in a narrative of "development,"
however, Posthumus makes a common assumption about a temporal difference between Indigenous people and Europeans. Citing David Hume's *Natural History of Religion* (1757), Posthumus argues that the Sauk people's belief in appeasing the spirits of Rock Island is analogous to the domestic deities of ancient Persians, Jews, pagans, and Christians (*Levensgeschiedenis* 135). What is ostensibly an argument to validate Sauk customs echoes a colonial imaginary in which American Indians belong to an ancient or even "mythical past" (Flint 5). However, his analysis of native people's relation to temporality is not simply a denial of Native people's place in the modern world, and Posthumus identifies two modes by which Black Hawk tells historical time. He distinguishes between the first seven pages, in which Black Hawk narrates the history of the Sauk people through an account of his ancestors, and the remainder of the text, which chronicles his own military and political experiences. The opening section, Posthumus argues, represents "the hazy and indeterminate recollection of [Black Hawk's] ancestors," and as such it "floats around more in the realm of myths and sagas, which precedes the historical," relating only "the most important events" by following "the whims of an uncertain imagination" (*Levensgeschiedenis* 126). But if the opening passages are "hazy" and "uncertain," Posthumus does not therefore discredit them as historical knowledge. To the contrary, he suggests that this part of the book is similar to "biblical history," with a reckoning of time that "keeps to the main events" but also "serve[s] as a light and guide in pursuit of the truth in all her generality and uniformity" (126). Moreover, he suggests that this pursuit of "truth" continues when Black Hawk "offers us his own facts and experiences," since then he relates "the historical truth, in accordance with the unchanging order of nature" (126; emphasis mine). In other words, both parts of Black Hawk's narrative offer historical insight: one relates to a form of biblical time and is difficult to locate historically, while the other exists in the "order of nature" and can be observed in the physical world. Both, he implies, should be taken seriously as a source of knowledge.

Here Posthumus trades in on a Romantic belief that the textual encounter with Indigenous people allowed Europeans to "benefit from contact with their temporal other" (Sorensen 77), to connect with notions of virtue and truth beyond the bounds of historical time. This means that throughout *Levensgeschiedenis* his métier as a Protestant
Fig. 3. James Otto Lewis, *Mac-cut-i-mish-e-ca-cu-cac* or Black Hawk, a Celebrated Sac Chief. Painted from Life by J. O. Lewis at Detroit, 1833, ca. 1836. Lithograph by Lehman & Duval. PGA—Lehman & Duval. Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
country preacher is clearly on display. Presenting Black Hawk's narrative as an object of scholarly exegesis, Posthumus highlights moments that serve as morality tales or opportunities for religious insight. For instance, he criticizes Christians who presume that they are the "high nobility of God's race," admonishing readers that they can only be "worthy" of this title "if we recognize our brothers in all peoples, and treat them as brothers, just as God treats us all like his children" (Levensgeschiedenis ix). When Black Hawk explains the duty of sharing resources with those in need, Posthumus's endnote suggests that Black Hawk's reasoning is "much more grounded and wholesome than that of many Christians and very learned theologians among them" (134). In another passage, Black Hawk explains the different Sauk ceremonies to honor the Great Spirit and how his own practices of worship differ from those of others in his nation. Here Posthumus comments that Black Hawk "teaches us, that he possessed common sense and even independence of thought. Man's dependence on the good Spirit, and his obligation to be grateful for all the good gifts received from that Spirit, how vividly are they recognized here! to the embarrassment even of many Christians, and rendered in short, fully human strokes" (138). Trading in on the rhetorical power of the Indian as a trope in transatlantic discourse, Levensgeschiedenis exhibits the lens of a small-town Protestant pastor who held up Black Hawk's actions to communicate the ideals and shortcomings of self-professed Christians.5

"DEPLORABLE EUROPEAN STATESMASHIP": STATE POWER, MIGRATION, AND LIBERAL GUILT

If Rinse Posthumus approached Black Hawk's narrative from a Protestant theological standpoint, there was also a political dimension to the moralizing bent of his commentary. Enacting a sympathetic identification with Black Hawk and the Sauk people, Posthumus castigates the manipulations of European empires leading up to the Black Hawk War. In the introduction he explicates Black Hawk's account of intertribal wars and the War of 1812 by refusing the stereotype that this warfare was a symptom of American Indian savagery. Instead, he argues that it was the result of the geopolitical designs of "civilized" European empires. Black Hawk and his followers are not the instigators of war but
dupes in an imperial power play that was marked by European lies and manipulation:

The unwitting Indians, whose unrestrained passions were kindled in all kinds of manners by the lust for profit and domination on the part of the Christians, thus fell into the traps of a deplorable European statesmanship and in ignorance plunged themselves into ruin on behalf of their false friends. They pushed these undeveloped sons of nature to commit all kinds of cruelties, only to mock them on the same account later, by depicting them as devils or even punishing them. So it also went in the war of BLACK HAWK and his band. (Levensgeschiedenis xv)

Establishing continuity between the imperialism of the War of 1812 and the Black Hawk War, Posthumus freely turns to racialized notions of the “unrestrained,” “unwitting,” and “undeveloped” American Indian. Moreover, his analysis of European geopolitics and militarism works by a paternalistic concept of Native people’s historical agency, denying Black Hawk and his people a role as active participants in this history. At the same time, his account of the war is also a systemic critique of imperial designs in an unequal world, highlighting a world system in which the Sauk people fell victim to European and American government control.

In this commentary, Posthumus recognizes the moral economies that gravitated around the figure of the Indian and uses Black Hawk’s story to critique systems that created asymmetrical power relations on a global scale. His introduction and annotations thereby negotiate a politics of liberal guilt over European imperialism in North America, registering what Julie Ellison calls the “moral embarrassment of the sensitive intellectual” through an ability to imagine the pain and emotions of others (12). This position became a key trope in the Enlightenment-era Atlantic world as intellectuals considered “the racial politics of international mercantile and colonial power relations” and began to understand the world economy as “a system that produced suffering for some and privilege for others.” These newly remarked forms of global connectedness provided new “cultural opportunities for the display of sympathy, especially sympathetic masculinity” (12). The transatlantic circulation of writings about American Indians figured prominently in
this history, and Laura M. Stevens demonstrates how the rhetoric of "the poor Indians" influenced religious debates about inequality and reform in the Atlantic world (33). Through such rhetorical and intellectual traditions, the representation of Indians became a convenient vehicle for expressing sympathy toward people on the receiving end of global injustice.

Posthumus's sympathy toward the Sauk people bespeaks his political engagement and brought Black Hawk's account of Sauk dispossession into current discourses on the role of government in protecting individual and group rights. Posthumus's political commitment intensified with the Dutch government's inadequate response to the failed harvest of 1845, which led to food riots that spread across the country, including the provinces of Friesland and Groningen (Kuiken 186). Although he eschewed the label of socialist or communist (Posthumus, Over 10), as a country pastor living in a region undergoing rapid economic decline, he was deeply concerned with class struggles in the Netherlands, and his political beliefs made him "one of the most spirited and radical figures" within the Reformed Church (Jensma 43; translation mine). He was aligned with the movement of liberalism in the Netherlands and became editor of the liberal newspaper Provinciale Friesche Courant in 1842 (Kuiken 175) and associated with the liberal politicians Dirk Donker Curtius and Harmanus Klaasesz, the latter of whom led the liberal movement in Posthumus's home municipality of Westdongeradeel (Breuker 14-16). Whereas liberalism in Europe is often associated with free trade and laissez-faire economics, Dutch liberals championed a movement away from monarchical power, government oversight on the part of the parliament, an expansion of the suffrage, and the legal protection of civil rights (Kuiken 179). Liberals formed an increasingly influential coalition between the landed gentry, elite farmers, and intellectuals who criticized the policies of King William II and advocated for constitutional reforms on national, provincial, and local levels.

Although Levensgeschiedenis does not lay out a coherent vision of Posthumus's liberal politics, his annotations pause on the role of both government and free citizens in Black Hawk's account of the 1832 war, casting the Sauk people as victims of an imperial power play, as well as rampant greed. First, he criticizes the imperial governmental manipulations that divided the Sauk Nation, leading some of them to fight with Black Hawk while the majority acquiesced to removal
from the village of Saukenuk to reservations west of the Mississippi. Posthumus explains that “[t]he division within his tribe, the work of European and American statesmanship and interference, became, as it was intended, the cause of his being weakened to a state of complete defenselessness. Divide et impera: divide and conquer, which had been used so successfully so many times, worked according to plan again here, in the interest of the whites” (Levensgeschiedenis 143). But if Posthumus blames European governments for their destructive impact on Indigenous resistance movements, he goes on to argue that Sauk dispossession overall was the work of settlers acting in the absence of government oversight. As Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz notes, the Black Hawk War was essentially “a slaughter of Sauk farmers” (111), and Black Hawk’s narrative intensifies when white settlers begin to destroy the Sauk people’s cornfields. At this point, Posthumus notes that “[t]he abuses, to which Black Hawk’s tribe, by way of their violent expulsion from his village, fell victim, was surely more the work of greedy planters than of the North-American government, which did mislead [them] but which would have acted more justly on better information” (Levensgeschiedenis 143). These annotations accentuate how Black Hawk exposes the tensions between the individual freedoms of white settlers and the danger of those freedoms affecting vulnerable populations. The violence of the Black Hawk War, Posthumus emphasizes, happened primarily not because of the policies of the federal government but rather because of the actions of greedy settlers who operated outside of its purview.

The scholarly apparatus in Levensgeschiedenis thus brings out a strand of the narrative that reflects on the relation between settler colonialism and the working of state power. On the one hand, Posthumus underestimates the extent to which the Black Hawk War was enabled by federal policymakers who sanctioned the organization of a volunteer army against the Sauk Nation and carried out removal policies that shaped US-Indian relations on a continental scale. On the other hand, he recognizes the logic by which settler colonialism was, in Patrick Wolfe’s terms, a “decentered” process that not only was effected through direct governmental action but also depended on a “range of agencies from the metropolitan centre to the frontier encampment” (393). In other words, Posthumus underscores how Black Hawk’s narrative mediates between a critique of state power as it overreaches through direct military inter-
vention and as it fails to act to guarantee justice and protect the rights
of an oppressed people. In all its shortcomings, he suggests, the “highest
government” should not be seen as the only source of social injustice,
and indeed it is the actions of the individual settler colonists that Post-
humus condemns most vehemently: “Where Black Hawk complains
multiple times of the lack of a fixed standard of justice and injustice
among the whites, this came from his lack of understanding that among
them the standard of egotism and self-interest is substituted” (Levens-
geschiedenis 144). In Black Hawk’s account of Sauk dispossession, then,
Posthumus emphasizes how settler expansion—beyond the reach of
government oversight—is unmoored from questions of civic duty and
social justice and beholden only to individual economic interests.

In short, Posthumus amplifies the Life’s perspective on the relation
between government and free enterprise in a history of oppression. This
perspective also negotiates political anxieties about the role of govern-
ment at a time of economic crises and rural poverty in the Netherlands.
Posthumus suggests that the book’s critique of Sauk dispossession—in
which the actions of private citizens and lower-level officials played a
defining role—mirrors the problems of government on the other side of
the Atlantic: “In Europe also, is there not all too frequently very much
evil and misery accomplished by private citizens, or subordinate mem-
bers of government, or councils [collegien], of which the highest govern-
ment remains uninformed because people keep her uninformed about
it?” (Levensgeschiedenis 143–44). Defending the role of federal govern-
ment, he concludes that “[i]t is equally foolish and bad to regard the
highest government as the cause of all evil in a society and blame her,
as it is to worship her” (144). His inferences from the Black Hawk War
about the nature of government reflect Helena Rosenblatt’s argument
that, historically speaking, political liberals were not necessarily for or
against a strong role for government; instead, most were “moralists”
who tied ideas about individual rights and freedom to a regard for civic
duty and “questions of social justice” (4). And if Posthumus is critical of
imperial government, he also believes that injustice and dispossession
can result from a lack of government oversight. Black Hawk’s history
thereby dramatizes a key tension that liberal intellectuals such as Post-
humus negotiated: that the task of government is to allow citizens to
pursue their individual freedom, but that government is also obliged to
curb those freedoms when they pose a threat to the rights of others.
But for Posthumus, this debate on state power also related to the intertwined issues of settler colonialism in North America and transatlantic immigration. In the same year that Posthumus worked on the translation of the Life, he published a tract laying out a vision for the role of government in ameliorating “poverty and impoverishment” in the Netherlands. Placing his own region of northern Friesland in a larger European context, Posthumus locates the causes of poverty in overpopulation, taxes on daily food items, and the unavailability of “useful labor” (Over 13). Crucially, Posthumus envisions transatlantic migration as an important recourse, especially for Dutch farmers. His solution to overpopulation is to reclaim lands domestically for agricultural use, for laborers to move to the Dutch colonies in Indonesia, Surinam, and the Caribbean, and for the government to incentivize the immigration of farmers to North America (21–24). As to the latter, he explains: “Beyond our native country, to the west, lies North America, a country whose vast yet still uncultivated fields clamor for us to call industrious populators [bevolkers] to labor there under a free government for themselves, as people and citizens. There exists for each who is able and willing, abundant opportunity . . . to perfect himself through his serviceable labor, which is becoming increasingly difficult over here” (22). In the United States, he argues, farmers would stand to benefit from its liberal government, noting similarities with the Dutch Republic before the Batavian Revolution: “There, where the form of government has so much of the good things of the old republic of the Netherlands before 1795, freedom and development are inherent in the people’s nature and the wrongs that spring from them. There is youth and energy in its citizens, as opposed to European senescence and weakness. There, freedom of movement rules . . . in social life” (22). Whereas in Levensgeschiedenis Posthumus locates the cause of Sauk dispossession in the actions of “greedy planters” acting outside of the purview of federal government, here he champions a liberalism that safeguards the “freedom of movement” of its citizens. And if Posthumus is pessimistic about the possibility of liberal government in the Netherlands, he imagines its foothold in the US republic as a safety valve for economic crises and class struggles at home.

Of course, Posthumus’s tract on Dutch poverty should not be read directly into his commentary on Black Hawk’s text, but it underscores how he saw the issue of transatlantic immigration as bound up with a
crisis of poverty in the Netherlands and the promise of liberal government in the United States. In *Levensgeschiedenis*, however, he remains silent on this issue: the sole reference to Dutch immigration is the dedication to his friend Klaas Janszoon Beukma, “a citizen of North America, where justice and freedom have their temple and the people’s happiness is rapidly advancing and maturing” (*Levensgeschiedenis* v–vi). So although Posthumus worked on his translation during the peak years of immigration to the United States, he does not explicitly connect Dutch migration to the issue of settler colonialism in the American Midwest (in the same way that his critique of empire does not extend to Dutch plantation colonialism in Indonesia, Surinam, and the Caribbean). Perhaps in his appeal to a universal brotherhood, Posthumus called on potential immigrants to be more ethical in their relation to Indigenous populations than the “greedy planters” in Black Hawk’s narrative, but his appeal to cross-cultural sympathy is ultimately a limited one in a settler-colonial situation where the central dynamic is the taking of Indigenous lands. After all, the increased emigration from Friesland and Groningen to the United States depended on the extinguishing of Indigenous land title in present-day Illinois and Iowa, a region that had been opened up for white settlement through the Black Hawk War, the repeated displacement of the Sauk and Meskwaki people, and, by 1847, their removal to Indian Territory. And if the ideology of American liberal government held implications for Dutch farmers seeking to immigrate, it did all the more so for Indian nations that bore the brunt of European proimmigration discourses. In this respect, Posthumus’s analysis of Black Hawk’s text expresses an ambivalent intellectual standpoint, one that is oriented to a cosmopolitan worldview but dedicated to local economic concerns, espouses ideals of cultural relativism but is steeped in Protestant moralizing, and is critical of empire but ultimately silent on the role of Dutch colonialism in producing global inequalities.

**CONCLUSION**

In making my case for the political dimensions of the Dutch edition of Black Hawk’s *Life*, I do not mean to suggest that *Levensgeschiedenis* was a thinly veiled treatise on liberal government or that Rinse Posthumus subsumed its narrative only to advance his own intellectual agenda. Perhaps he simply considered the book a curiosity, a piece of Americana
that would introduce Dutch readers to the recent history and geography of the American Midwest. Moreover, his scholarly annotations do not eclipse Black Hawk’s own account of his experiences. In fact, when the narrative turns to the US military campaign against the Sauk people in 1832, Posthumus scales back his annotations: “This last part of Black Hawk’s story gives little reason for commentary. He recounts so clearly and impartially his experiences with and actions against the whites that every reader, upon due consideration, can contentedly judge it for themselves” (Levensgeschiedenis 143). By putting Black Hawk forward as an “impartial” critic of this history, Posthumus amplifies his rhetoric by retreating as the textual explicator. In Black Hawk’s account of Sauk dispossession, then, Posthumus also saw a narrative that might be trusted without mediation, declaring himself a faithful reader of his text.

Without Black Hawk ever knowing it, his autobiography became part of a Frisian-Dutch literary culture in which it augmented the sermons Posthumus delivered from his pulpit and the pamphlets he circulated. But it would be too simple to dismiss Posthumus’s editorializing as just one more variation on the narrative of the noble savage or the “poor Indian.” Nor did Posthumus adopt Black Hawk as merely a romantic emblem for his own Frisian ethnolinguistic nationalism. In his own way, the Frisian pastor took Black Hawk seriously as a critical voice in a debate informed by political liberalism about the role of the state in global systems shaped by inequality and (forced and voluntary) population movements. Still, if the book presents Black Hawk as an authority on a history of dispossession, it is also a reminder of how fraught and limiting that role was for authors of Native American literature. Posthumus both amplified and delimited the resonance of Black Hawk’s critique, engaging with the history of settler colonialism in Indigenous homelands while remaining silent on the ways that Native people were affected by Dutch immigration during this very decade. Perhaps it is fair to say that Posthumus’s sympathetic treatment of Black Hawk mirrors the cultural work of German enthusiasts who, as Lisa King argues, turned to representations of Indianer to identify as “fellow underdogs or victims in a brotherhood with Indigenous peoples” (29–30) in ways that both challenged and denied their own colonial presence in the world.

The transatlantic adaptation of Indigenous writing adds an important dimension to the literary history of Native North America, laying bare how Native and non-Native authors reckoned in overlapping ways with
the fact that Indigenous dispossession was inextricably tied to economic and political developments in Europe. Since the beginning of colonial contact, Indigenous people shared their perspectives on the workings of empire in scenes of diplomacy, in cultures of letter-writing, on the lecture circuit, and, like Black Hawk, in a transatlantic market for printed books. As a growing body of work in transnational Indigenous studies has shown, these efforts were not beholden to national or linguistic boundaries, and in this cultural exchange, Indigenous critiques of colonialism intersected with broader political debates about state power and popular resistance. Dialogic texts such as Rinse Posthumus’s *Levensgeschiedenis* tell us how these critiques fashioned more than a generic discourse about the *Indian* as they became part of an intellectual reckoning with transatlantic migration in a connected world economy. Taking up these concerns in a time of crisis and revolutionary sentiment, *Levensgeschiedenis van Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak* testifies to the unbounded horizons of American Indian writing.
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NOTES

1. My conclusion that Rinse Posthumus’s *Levensgeschiedenis* is the first foreign translation of a Native-authored book is based on my own survey of secondary scholarship, catalogs, and databases. This survey is not foolproof, and I hope that other scholars will point out earlier examples. I admit that my definition of the term “foreign translation of a Native-authored book” is somewhat limited: I here mean a full-length printed book by a Native American author that has been translated into a language other than English or the Indigenous languages of North America. This means that my definition excludes, for instance, hymn books compiled by Indigenous writers that were translated into Indigenous languages. Furthermore, since the original version of Black Hawk’s text was interpreted from Sauk to English, this first edition can be regarded as a “foreign translation” in its own right. Indeed, the very question of how we think about the term “foreign translation” in early Native American literature should be the subject of further discussion.

2. It is worth noting here that between 1835 and 1838, Beukma authored a mul-
tivolume account of his immigrant experience for Dutch reading audiences, which suggests an increased interest in immigration to North America (Breuker 13).

3. All Dutch-to-English translations of Rinse Posthumus's introduction and endnotes are mine. Since Posthumus's translation keeps close to the 1833 Cincinnati edition on which it is based, I refer to this edition when quoting Black Hawk's own words.

4. An Algonquian language, the Sauk language is closely related to the Meskwaki (Fox) and Kickapoo languages; the three are sometimes together referred to as Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo.

5. My use of the word Indian in italics is indebted to Gerald Vizenor's use of the term in Manifest Manners, which I take to denote a colonial simulation of Native people in global discourse, one that is mobile and emptied of Indigenous people's active presence (11).

6. The title of Rinse Posthumus's 1846 tract is Over de al te groote armoede en verarming in Nederland, en de middelen daartegen, which can be translated as "On the all-too-great poverty and impoverishment in the Netherlands, and the remedies against them."
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